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Apron Annie in the Garden
Before Reading

During Reading

Q1: How do the worm, the ladybugs,
and the frog help Apron Annie’s
garden?
A1: The worm helps the soil. The
ladybugs and the frog eat the bad
bugs in the garden.
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Q1: Let’s look at the cover and read Q1: What does Apron Annie take
the title. What do you see in Apron out of her pockets?
Annie’s garden?
A1: Apron Annie takes out a flower,
a hat, a worm, gloves, ladybugs, a
A1: I see pumpkins, carrots, lettuce,
shovel, and a frog.
and tomatoes growing in Apron
Annie’s garden. I see ladybugs and a
black bird flying around her garden. Q2: Which things in her pockets are
living things? Which things in her
pockets are non-living things?
Q2: What do you think Apron
Annie has in her pockets?
A2: The flower, the worm, the
A2: Answers will vary: I think she has ladybugs, and the frog are living
seeds, snacks, and garden tools in her things. The hat, gloves, and shovel
pockets. Maybe she has caterpillars in are non-living things.
one pocket.

After Reading
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Q2: Reread the story. What other
things do you see that are living and
non-living?
A2: Possible answers: Apron Annie,
the boy, and the girl are living. The
black bird is living. All of the plants
are living. The fence is non-living.
Stones are non-living.
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Apron Annie has lots of pockets.
Her pockets are full of surprises.
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What’s in my pocket?
It grows in a garden.
It smells sweet.
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